
May/June 1942 
 

Reinforcements 

 

Japan  Tokyo  CL “Nashiro” (to construction pool) 

    CA “Oyoda” (to construction pool) 

  Osaka  SUB (to const) 

  Fukuoka CV “Junjo” (to const) 

    CVL  “Taiyo” (to const) 

    CVL “Ryojo” (completed) 

  Sapporo ASW (to const) 

  Kyoto  ATR4 H6K “Mavis” 

  Hiroshima MECH 2
nd

 Division (2-5) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Germany Hamburg 2xSUB (one to const, one completed) 

  Stettin  CX “Hansa” 

    2xBB “von Mackensen”, “von Hindenberg” (both to const) 

  Kiel  3xSUB (one to const, two completed) 

  Berlin  MOT XXVII (7-5) 

  Essen  Air Specialisation 

  Cologne FTR2 Fw 190G3 

  Dusseldorf ART 105mm FLAK 

  Prague  ARM III (9-6) 

    MECH XVIII (6-6) 

  Breslau  MECH LII (6-6) 

  Liepzig  INF XXXIII (6-4) 

 

Italy  Genoa  2xSUB (both completed) 

  Milan  LND4 P108B “Piaggio” 

    FTR2 Macchi C.205V “Veltro” 

    GARR “Lucca” (6-1) 

 

The Imperial Japanese Navy is overjoyed at the introduction of the Kawanishi  H6K 

flying boats.  With a 6,500 kilometre patrol range and the ability to be in the air for 

up to 24 hours, the plane will help the IJN identify and attack targets in the Pacific.  

For once the Army does not argue with the Navy and enthusiastically supports the 

“Mavis”, as the plane can be easily modified to carry troops on long range missions.  



C/wealth London  PARA 1 Airborne (5-3) 

    FTR3 Mosquito Mk II 

    LND3 Wellington MK II 

  Plymouth CL “Calypso” 

  Glasgow CA “Kenya” 

  Sheffield CVP1 Swordfish (to reserve) 

  Belfast  CL “Curacoa” 

  Scapa Flow CA “Hawkins” 

    Terr Anglo-E Sudan 

    2xPilot 

 

China  ChungKing MTN 3
rd

 Division (1-3) 

   

 

USSR  Leningrad INF  6
th

 Guard (7-3) 

    FTR3 Pe-3 

  Vitebsk  INF 4
th

 Guard (6-4) 

  Kiev  MOT 4
th

 (h) (7-4) 

  Dnep  FTR2 LaGG-1 (to reserve) 

  Stalino  LND2 IL-2M3 “Sturmovik” 

  Moscow ARM 4
th

 Guard (9-5) 

    INF 7
th

 Guard (7-3) 

    GARR 1
st

 Guard (8-1) 

    2xPilots 

 

 
 

 

USA  Washington 2xFTR2 P-39L “AiraCobra”, F6F-3 “Hellcat” 

  Boston  2xTRS (both to const) 

  Houston CP 

  New York Air Specialisation 

    ASW 

    SUB (Dutch) 

  Chicago  INF XXXIX (6-3) 

  Los Angeles SUB (completed) 

    2xCV “Essex”, “Intrepid” (both to const) 

  Seattle  3xCVP1 TBD, F4F-4, SBD-5 

    2xPilots 

In a Moscow tank 

factory, members of the 

4
th

 Guards take delivery 

of brand new KV-1 heavy 

tanks, which are easily 

the match of the best 

German battle tanks.  

Their unit is under orders 

to immediately move 

west as STAVKA gets 

more and more 

concerned with the 

German build up in 

Poland and Rumania. 

border. 



 

 

Resource Lending 

 

Germany’s economy still cannot effectively use the wealth generated by the captured territories and 

the excess is sent to Italy.  As a result, Mussolini continues to delude himself that Italy can be a world 

power by building a vast war machine. 

 

 

Initiative Axis dr = 8 Allies dr = 6 No challenge and Axis decide to take the initiative 

 

 

Impulse 1 (Axis) Turkey joins the war 

 

Weather dr = 2  Storm, Rain, Fair, Storm, Rain, Rain (2) 

 

Declarations of War Axis align Turkey USE = 3, dr = 7 so no effect 

 

Although bitterly disappointed by the unseasonal weather, (I am glad Danny made the weather roll – 

he was not happy!) Hitler continues with his diplomatic strategy.   In Ankara, the German 

ambassador, Franz von Papen, has managed to convince the Turkish government that Germany is 

winning the war.  In a solemn ceremony, the Turkish Foreign Minister, Shukru Saracoglu, announces 

that Turkey has declared war on Great Britain and her allies.  Events in the Pacific obviously have 

distracted the US public as this escalation of the European conflict passes without apparent effect. 

 

The Turkish army immediately commences mobilisation and existing units move toward the Russian 

border.  The Politburo in Moscow, although warned of the likelihood this event, is still shocked.  

General Yeremenko is immediately warned to prepare his Caucasus Front for a possible surprise 

attack.  In addition, the Black Sea fleet in its Sevastopol base is alerted.  With the Bosporus Straits 

now open to the Axis, and the Royal Navy chased from the Eastern Mediterranean, Italian forces can 

be expected to move in force into the Black Sea. 

 

The warnings are well based.  Spies based in Istanbul report Italian troopships loaded with German 

Gebirgsjaeger heading into the Black Sea.  Further reports indicate Rumanian supply ships escorted 

by a destroyer flotilla have left the naval base at Constanza. 

 

 

NMS Marasti gets ready to leave the 

port of Constanza.  Her first wartime 

mission is to lead a group of 

Rumanian destroyers escorting ships 

ferrying supplies across the Black 

Sea.  The twin 120mm guns look 

impressive, but how will the 

Rumanian Navy fare if the Russian 

Black Sea fleet leaves its fortress of 

Sevastopol ?  The entire Rumanian 

Navy consists of just 4 destroyers, 13 

torpedo boats and 3 submarines. 



The “Niels Ieul” on her last 

patrol.  She has given 

sterling service with the 

Royal Navy since her escape 

from Frederikshavn 

With the weather unsuitable for land based operations (such as an 

invasion of Russia!), Germany decides to concentrate on the war 

at sea.  The “Hansa” heads for the North Atlantic, while the 

damaged “Konigsberg” makes a run from Brest to the North Sea.  

Here she is met by the main German fleet, and a brief but bitter 

engagement takes place with the British picket ships.  As usual the 

British are taken unawares, and the Danish coastal battleship 

“Niels Ieul” is sunk while the battleship “Rodney” takes severe 

damage.  The captain and crew of the “Rodney” are greatly 

relieved – she took several serious hits and should probably have 

sunk.  (She survived a “sink” and 2 “damages”).  At the conclusion 

of the battle the Germans are happy to withdraw to Kiel, escorting 

the damaged “Konigsberg” back to safety and repairs. 

 

The Brest fleet also sorties but is not as successful, missing the North Atlantic convoys it is targeting.  

The “Hansa” does locate some convoys but one look at the size of the escorts is enough – her 

captain decides to use the surprise he has gained to break off before he is spotted. 

 

Meanwhile the “Stier” misses all the excitement, quietly rebasing to Brest. 

 

The “Fiume” and the “Abruzzi” escort supply ships to the Red Sea, although most eyes are on the 

main battle fleet which, accompanied by the “Richelieu” and the ever present “Gabbiano” flying 

boats, is also operating in the area. 

 

An important part of the naval action, however, is carried out by the submarine arms of the two Axis 

navies.  U-boats are reported to have been seen in the Caribbean, off the Mouths of the Amazon, in 

the Central Atlantic, the Bay of Biscay, off the Faeroes and off Cape St Vincent.  As if this were not 

enough, Italian subs have been sighted in the Arabian Sea, the Persian Gulf, both the West and East 

Indian Ocean.  In all more than 500 front line submarines are on active patrol (Danny has managed 

to get out 17 German and Italian subs in one impulse!) 

 

Japan is not to be outdone in naval actions.  Submarines set out from Truk to patrol the Coral Sea, 

the Solomons, the Tasman Sea and the Marianas.  A small carrier fleet is seen in the South China Sea, 

the “Shokaku” heads for the East Indian Ocean while other carriers and escorts are reported from 

the Timor Sea and the Bay of Bengal.  Most of the eastern Pacific and surrounding waters seem to 

have a Japanese presence, possibly an attempt to trap Allied troopships in the area.  In a worrying 

development, supply ships are seen moving in the Bismark Sea. 

 

Despite all the activity, the 

Commonwealth convoys are not 

badly affected.  A large number of 

tankers are sunk in the Caribbean, 

and some cargo ships are lost in the 

Central Atlantic, but otherwise 

shipping is untouched. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Yet another tanker is lost to 

German torpedoes.  The Axis 

unerring targeting of vital oil 

supplies is causing concern. 



Impulse 3 (Allies) Royal Navy misses opportunities 

 

General Yeremenko realises that he cannot defend the entire border and orders some troops to 

begin to pull back to the mountains.  The 7
th

 Guards Army rails into Tiflis. 

 

A fast cruiser fleet heads to the Bay of Biscay but cannot locate anything.  Another cruiser fleet in 

the Bay of Bengal also miss its target.  As a final indication of the inadequacy of the Allied spotters, a 

fleet comprising nearly every British ship on the east side of the Atlantic cannot find the Brest fleet.   

 

In the East Indian Ocean there is near panic as Aichi D3A1 

bombers from the “Shokaku” intercept troopships fleeing 

the Netherlands East Indies, escorted by the damaged 

cruisers “Carlisle” and “Terror”.  Despite the air attack 

achieving several hits on the troopships they survive 

without major damage and the entire group runs for 

Perth (from where the troopships left a few months ago). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In response to General Yeremenko’s urgent calls for more troops for the Caucasus Front, the 7
th

 

Guards are railed to Tiflis.  Some units are pulled back from the Turkish border and move into more 

defensible terrain.  Movement in the mountains in the rain drains these units of supply but 

Yeremenko releases stockpiles to replenish their stores – although this weakens his HQ corps he 

feels secure in his easily defended position, protected on two sides by impassable mountains. 

 

 

Impulse 5 (Axis) Imperial Japanese Navy also misses 

 

Weather dr = 4  Fair, Fair, Fair, Rain, Fair, Fair (1) 

 

Alerted to the presence of the British Far East fleet (a new title as the fleet has moved its main base 

to Bombay) in the Bay of Bengal, the IJN sends a carrier force to help locate the British and allow the 

surface ships to crush them.  Once again a lack of reliable radar combined with ineffective scouting 

means both fleets remain undetected. 

 

More alarming is news that marines have been embarked on ships that are now on their way to the 

East Indian Ocean. 

 

Back in Egypt, General Graziani has been allocated the task of mopping up Commonwealth 

resistance in the Middle East.  He is once more frustrated as Br.20 “Cicognas” return unsuccessful 

from an attempt to disrupt the Australians and their local support troops in Khartoum. 

 

German troops start to move into the mountains of Turkey from their temporary bases in Syria.  The 

Italian General Balbo is sent by rail far into the Turkish hinterland to help keep his German allies 

supplied in the inhospitable terrain.  II Para Korps is airlifted to the Black Sea coast, landing at the 

small airfield servicing the port of Trabzon.  Suitable landing spots are hard to find in the mountains 

of northern Anatolia. 

 

“Vals” from the “Shokaku” return from their 

unsuccessful raid on British troopships.  It seems they 

were only armed with twin 60lb bombs rather than 

the more effective single 250lb bomb payload 



In Poland and Rumania, a steady build up of units on the Russian border is apparent. 

 

 

 

 

The slow but steady build up of the Wehrmacht along the border with 

the USSR continues.  Can war be far away?  And will STAVKA be ready? 



Some of the hundreds of Swordfish carrier planes launched from 

the “Furious”, “Courageous” and “Victorious” return after the 

destruction of the commerce raider “Stier” in Brest harbour.  While 

spirits are high after the successful mission, there is also regret for 

the pilots of the Baffins who will not return. 

Impulse 6 (Allies) British flee Bay of Bengal 

 

Admiral Cunningham decides that discretion is the better part of valour and orders the Far East Fleet 

to evacuate the Bay of Bengal.  In the face of overwhelming Japanese strength in the air and being 

outgunned by the opposing surface ships, he feels he has no option but to head back to safety in 

Bombay.  The complete inability of the British to achieve surprise is also a key factor in his decision – 

ship losses have been a huge drain on the Commonwealth economy. 

 

Determined to make the 

Kriegsmarine regret basing 

ships on the Atlantic 

seaboard, carriers in the 

Bay of Bengal launch more 

attacks on Brest, despite 

reconnaissance planes 

reporting only one ship 

remaining in the port.  

Hundreds of Messerschmitt 

109F2 fighters rise to meet 

the carrier planes and 

several dozen Baffins from 

the “Victorious” are shot 

down, with all pilots lost.  

Nevertheless a large 

number of Swordfish do get 

through and the defenceless 

auxiliary cruiser “Stier” is 

sunk while tied up at its 

wharf.  Although depressed 

at the loss of so many brave 

pilots (simply getting into a 

“Baffin” in 1942 should merit a medal), the Admiralty is pleased that yet another of Admiral Raeder’s 

raiders has been eliminated – they have been a curse for convoy protection, forcing the Royal Navy 

to send ships on patrol across the world when they were urgently needed for anti-submarine duties. 

 

While the news from Brest is mixed, the Admiralty is definitely unhappy when informed that once 

again the massive fleet in the North Atlantic has completely missed the smaller German fleet. 

 

 

Russia continues to manoeuvre its ground units to cover the 

entire western border and the newly exposed Caucasus 

Front.  The Commander of the Black Sea Fleet, Vice-Admiral 

Fillip Octyabrskii, orders the World War 1 vintage 

“Dreadnought” battleship “Parizhskaya Kommuna” to sea to 

keep a watch on the operation of the Axis vessels that are 

starting to appear off the Crimean coast.  While it is 33 years 

since her keel was laid down, the dreadnought’s massive 

12x305 mm guns still vastly outclass the 120mm guns of the 

4 destroyers of the Rumanian navy. 

 

 

The impressive guns of the 

“Parizhskaya Kommuna” 



Victorious Japanese troops march 

through Singapore’s Fullerton Square 

 

Impulse 7 (Axis) Singapore Falls 

 

Weather dr = 10 Fair, Fair, Fair, Fair, Fair, Fair (1) 

 

German Gebirgsjagers debark from their transports 

in the small port of Trabzon, joining their 

Fallschirmjager comrades, as less fortunate units 

grind their way through the mountains of the 

interior of the country.  Only the supply lines set up 

by General Balbo keep them moving in the harsh 

terrain, using the single road that snakes its way 

through the mountains.  In Poland and Rumania, 

the front lines are congested as potential launch 

points for an attack on Russia reach saturation 

point. 

 

General Graziani is getting even more agitated as yet another group of planes (this time Z.1007 

“Alciones”) return from an unsuccessful bombing raid on Khartoum.  The Australians are too strong 

for an attack until they are weakened by bombing, and the troops of Graziani’s army are getting 

restless simply waiting in the desert outside the city, while the commanders of the huge fleet in the 

Red Sea warn that while prepared to give bombardment support to the attack, they do have other 

duties. 

 

Mussolini is more pleased with the occupation of Kenya by troops from Italian Somaliland.  The 

second Roman Empire is growing bigger! 

 

The British War Office receives more bad news from the Far East – Japan has set up supply routes 

across the East Indian Ocean.  In a linked development, Burmese informants report that the 

Japanese 1
st

 Mountain Corps has moved to the border. 

 

There is some celebration in the Admiralty when a half-hearted port attack on the sole cruiser left in 

Trincomallee is unsuccessful, but this is offset by bad news from Singapore. 

 

Admiral Yamamoto has landed just north of the city to 

take personal charge of the assault.  Although the fortified 

naval base is the main reason for Singapore’s defence, not 

one naval vessel has been sent to aid its defence.  As a 

result, the 13
th

 Indian Corps is left to hold off the attack by 

itself, with no air or naval support.  With planes launched 

from carriers in the Bay of Bengal sweeping over the city 

rooftops and the heavy guns of the South China Sea fleet 

tearing into their positions, the abandoned Indians have 

no choice but to surrender when Yamamoto’s 

overwhelming onslaught begins.  The US is hugely upset at 

this abrupt change in the balance of power in the Pacific.  

(USE 8, dr = 2 so 1 chit to Japanese pool) 

 

Turn ends on a 1, 2 rolled 

 

Members of the Alpine Korps admire the Caucasus Mountains after a relaxing Black Sea cruise. 



 

Impulse 8 (Allies) The USA declares war on Japan 

 

Declarations of war USA declares war on Japan USE  = 18 dr = 6   2 chits removed 

          from Japanese pool 

 

With Congress still in uproar at the news of the fall of 

Singapore, President Roosevelt announces that the USA has had 

enough of Japanese aggression in the Pacific and that it will 

take direct action to punish such action.  The USA is now at war 

with the Empire of the Rising Sun!  Congress endorses the 

decision immediately.  (Declaration of War dr required = 8, 

rolled 9 (-1 from war in China)). 

 

 

 

Most of the armed forces of the USA are taken aback by the sudden political decision after several 

months of apparent complacency.  Admiral Nimitz in particular complains that his ships are not in 

position to launch a massive surprise attack on the Imperial Japanese Navy.  The President is not 

concerned – he knows that he needed to strike when Congress was most likely to acquiesce, when 

the balance of anger and tension was at a critical juncture. 

 

In any event, most commanders decide to make the best of it.  Determined to show the IJN that he 

means business, Admiral Nimitz takes his precious carriers out of Pearl Harbour and sails across the 

Pacific to the Japanese Coast.  Possibly the knowledge that virtually the entire enemy navy has 

already been committed has made risking his carriers a bit easier.  The “Kinugasa” which has been 

ordered to patrol the area is damaged when it spots the long range expedition, but the fleet carrier 

“Enterprise” and the cruiser “Augusta” are forced to withdraw. 

 

A slower but far more heavily armed battleship group raids the 

Marianas where an unlucky light cruiser, the “Agano”, is literally 

blown out of the water by the American guns. 

 

 

 

Another battleship group heads from San Francisco for the Caribbean, but the bulk of the Pacific 

Fleet moves westwards to project USA power across the entire ocean. 

 

In the North Atlantic, the huge British strike force still cannot locate the German Brest fleet.  The 

Germans, however, easily ambush a convoy whose escorts are primarily geared for anti-submarine 

operations (Search rolls a depressing Allies 8, Axis 3).  In the ensuing engagement, the Germans use 

their surprise advantage to press home regardless of casualties, hoping to inflict maximum damage.  

While the cruiser “Blucher” takes some serious hits, the Allies are devastated.  Nearly a million 

tonnes of shipping is sunk (2 tankers and 3 CPs), and the light cruiser “Arethusa” is lost with all hands 

in a brave but ultimately futile attempt to hold off the much more powerful German ships.  

Questions in the Admiralty are asked about the commitment of the destroyer/corvette groups.  

While it is acknowledged that the escorts are not prepared for action against heavy cruisers, that 

doesn’t excuse the fact that the more than 50 ships assigned to the convoy took no damage at all 

while their charges were being slaughtered.  (With random selection, not one of the 5 ASW counters 

was selected).  With their mission completed, the Germans head back to Brest. 

 

President Roosevelt informs Congress that the United States 

of America is at war with the Japanese Empire. 

Japan’s first casualty of war with the USA – the light cruiser “Agano” 



 

 

 

The British finally decide to take on the Luftwaffe’s fighters based in Denmark and attempt to disrupt 

the lucrative Baltic iron ore convoys.  A group of Sunderland flying boats provides a modicum of 

protection to another group of Hampden bombers equipped with long range fuel tanks.  While there 

is some initial confusion in Luftwaffe headquarters in the scramble to get fighters aloft (we are 

playing “On-route aircraft interception” but Danny thought that all he had to do was get a plane into 

the sea area rather than hit the actual route taken), a swarm of Bf 110C long range fighters hit the 

mixed force and the Sunderlands are wiped out, with their pilots lost in the friendless sea.  The 

Hampdens bravely fly on, and manage to find a group of ore ships guarded by the antiquated World 

War 1 dreadnoughts (Danny refuses to let me call them battleships) “Schlesien” and “Schleswig-

Holstein”.  With their bomb loads reduced because of the extra fuel tanks, the Hampdens press the 

attack home but there is a breakdown in communication about priority targets.  At the squadron 

debriefings it becomes clear that every pilot wanted to hit a capital ship and the humble but vital 

cargo ships were totally ignored.  As a result, the “Schlesien” is sunk and the “Schleswig-Holstein” 

badly damaged.  Less than half the convoys are forced to run for port and there is no discernable 

reduction in the German war effort.  (While we are using random target selection for naval combat, I 

forgot that I could have selected “Convoys” as a target group for the first combat result).   

 

A glorious sight as an ill-fated Sunderland flying boat takes off for the Baltic Sea.  Despite her heavy 

armament she will fall to the cannons of Bf 110C fighters of the Luftwaffe’s Baltic Geschwader 

A Handley Page Hampden sits at a Yorkshire airfield after returning from her mission to bomb 

German iron ore carriers in the Baltic Sea.  Flying extended range in the narrow, cramped fuselage 

has been a very uncomfortable trip for the crew of three.  It was not made more pleasant knowing 

that their comrades in the flying boats have been wiped out after drawing off the interceptor fighters.  

The pilots will be reprimanded for ignoring orders to hit the convoys and instead concentrating on the 

Kriegsmarine’s dilapidated and virtually useless World War 1 dreadnoughts. 



The Caucasus Front is reinforced as the 40
th

 Garrison Army is railed to Batum. 

 

 

Impulse 9 (Axis) U-boats fail to impress 

 

Weather dr = 3  Rain, Fair, Fair, Storm, Rain, Fair (1) 

 

U-boats in the Caribbean try to hit a small group of tankers, but are prevented from doing any 

damage by the Nimrods launched by the “Argus” which is patrolling the area.  Fortunately for the 

crews of the submarines, the pathetic 9kg bombs dropped from underwing racks of the modified 

fighters simply bounce off the hulls doing no damage.  The shock of the near misses is enough, 

however, to send the wolf-pack home. 

 

The U-boats have slightly more success off the Mouths of the Amazon, where ships carrying oil, 

timber and food supplies from British Guyana are forced to take shelter in port, together with the 

“Manchester” which has been assigned to protect them.  Her commander, Captain Harold Drew, is 

challenged over his decision to withdraw, but defends his action by claiming he was ordered to 

protect the convoys from surface raiders and was not prepared for long range submarine attacks.  

Despite his pleas, he is reprimanded by a subsequent court martial. 

 

Once again the Regia Aeronautica fails General Graziani – this time Sparvieros return from Khartoum 

to report that the Australians are now openly mocking the ineffective bombing missions.  Perhaps 

the solid mud-brick construction of much of the city nullifies the impact of the bombs, or maybe the 

pilots are not as highly trained as the Germans.  They definitely have as much experience. 

 

The Japanese have decided to ignore the US intervention for now, probably as nearly every naval 

and air unit has been committed to action in some way.  Some convoys are deployed to the China 

Sea and South China Sea to allow resources and supply to bypass the rail network blocked by the 

partisans in Chang Sha, but transport analysts advise that this is not really necessary – all resources 

can be used effectively anyway. 

 

On land, the Japanese mountain corps moves into Burma and is now only a few hundred kilometres 

from the oil fields of Yenangyaung.  More troops are following, but progress is slow in the heavy 

conditions. 

 

In Malaya, mopping up is in progress, and the 25
th

 Army occupies the tin mines and rubber 

plantations in the mountains north west of Singapore. 

 

Turns ends on 3, 3 rolled  Axis went first and last so initiative moves to Allies, now +1 Allies 

Troops of the 1
st

 

Mountain Corps 

(left) pause before 

entering Burmese 

territory.  The oil 

fields are within 

their grasp.  In 

Malaya, sporadic 

resistance in Kuala 

Lumpur (right) is 

swiftly crushed by 

the 11
th

 Army. 



 

Partisans 

 

Partisan dr = 5  Holland  Partisan number = 2 Garrison = 2 Auto fail 

 

 

US Entry  2 chits to German/Italian pool 

 

With its declaration of war on Japan, the USA has overcome many of the restrictions that have been 

holding back its war production.  Outdated and ineffective weapons systems can be scrapped, the 

production of armour units, amphibious landing craft and long range bombers can commence 

immediately and many political restraints have been lifted. 

 

Production 

 

 Base 

(Resource/Oil) 

Imports PPs Multiple BPs Less 

Oil 

Trade Losses/ 

Enemy* 

Total 

BPs 

Germany 26/7 +1 34 1.25 42 -2 -2  38 

Italy 8/3  11 1.25 14 -1   13 

Japan 12/5 +1 18 1.25 23 -2   21 

Vichy 1   1.25 1    1 

          

UK 6/5 +1 12 1.25 15    15 

Canada 2  2 1.25 3    3 

Australia 1  1 1.25 1    1 

India 2  2 1.25 3    3 

France          

China 4  4 .75 3   -/1 4 

USA 20/20  40 1 40    40 

USSR 21/9 +1 31 1 31  +2  33 

 

*Losses: in Home Country, receive ½ of all BPS lost defending, ¼ of all BPS lost attacking 

*Enemy: receive 1BP if an enemy unit in Home Country at Production phase 

 

Germany On chart Bremen  ASW 

(36BP)    Nurnberg MTN V SS 

    Dresden HQ(I) Kesselring 

    Breslau  MECH L 

    Prague  ARM 1 SS 

      ARM XIV 

    Berlin  MOT LXVI 

    Vienna  LND2 Ju 87D 

    Munich  NAV3 Do 217K 

      FTR2 Me 210 

    Hannover LND3 Do 217M 

      LND3 Ju 290A 

    Budapest FTR2 Hejja (Hungarian) 

    Bucharest FTR2 IAR 80 (Rumanian) 

      GARR LXXX 

      3xPilot     18BP 

 

 



The Regia Aeronautica had 

originally planned that the 

Piaggio P108B would be used 

extensively in the 

Mediterranean theatre.  But 

pressure from Berlin makes it 

likely that the 4 engine 

bombers will be deployed to 

Eastern Europe. 

  Start  Kiel  SUB (from const) 

    Hamburg SUB (from const) 

    Stettin  BB “von Moltke” (from const) 

      CL “Wolf” (from start) 

    Breslau  INF IV  

    Magdeburg MIL Magdeburg 

    Dresden CAV SS Maria Therese 

    Essen  MOT 8
th

 SS Division 

    Cologne MOT 1
st

 Division 

      FTR2 Bf 109F2 

    Hannover MECH 7
th

 Division 

    Dusseldorf FTR2 Bf 109G2 

    Liepzig  LND3 Ju 88A4 

    Munich  MTN 6
th

 SS 

      3xPilot 

      2xOffensive Points   18BP 

 

 

Vichy  Start    MIL Marseilles   1BP 

 

 

Italy  On chart Naples  CV “Leonardo da Vinci” 

(13BP)    Rome  ARM Corrazata 

    Milan  FTR2 Re 2002 “Ariete” 

      LND4 P 108B “Piaggio” 

    Trieste  MTN II 

      Pilot     6BP 

  

Start  Turin  MIL Turin 

    Naples  LND3 Z 1018 “Leone” 

    Rome  INF XXVI (Alb) 

    La Spezia 2xCL “Mario”, “Agrippa” both from start 

      GARR XV 

      Terr. Kenya 

      Pilot     7BP 

 

Japan  On map  Hiroshima TRS Shipyard    1BP 

(21BP) 

  On chart Hiroshima AMPH 

      TRS 

      2xPilot     4BP 



  Start  Fukuoka 2xCV “Amagi”, “Katsuragi” both from start 

      CV “Chiyoda” from construction 

    Osaka  TRS from construction 

      SUB from construction 

    Tokyo  CL “Niyoyodo” from start 

    Sapporo CVP1 A6M3 

    Hiroshima SUB from start 

    Nagoya  ASW from start 

      ART 70mm FLAK 

    Kyoto  MAR LG 

      INF 14
th

 

    Osaka  INF 2
nd 

      GARR 43rd 

      2xPilot     16BP 

 

 

 

C/Wealth On chart London  FTR3 Beaufighter 

(15BP)      NAV3 Beaufighter 

      HQ(A) Wavell 

    Glasgow BB “Resolution” 

    Belfast  BB “Nelson” 

    Southampton ASW 

      MIL Rangoon 

      Terr Australia 

      2xPilot     9BP 

There is alarm in Tokyo at the 

sudden declaration of war by the 

USA.  Memories of the huge 

bombing raid on Hiroshima by Soviet 

TB-3 bombers in July 1940 are still 

fresh, and it is feared that American 

carrier based planes may repeat the 

lesson.  As a result, production of the 

T88 anti-aircraft gun is accelerated.  

It is hoped to station flak batteries 

around most of the important 

industrial areas. 

Members of the Australian Volunteer 

Defence Force parade with their rifles 

before being issued with uniforms.  

Although the VDF is restricted to 

Home Guard duties, many of these 

men will actually be transferred to 

Citizen’s Military Force units and may 

then be deployed overseas. 

There has been widespread alarm in 

Australia since the outbreak of war in 

the Pacific.  It is hoped that the USA 

will replace the British who are not 

able to even slow down the apparently 

unstoppable Japanese expansion to 

the north of the island continent. 



 

  Start  Plymouth CL  “Phoebe” from repair 

    Southampton CA “Berwick” from repair 

    Belfast  CV “Audacious” from start  

    London  MTN XVII 

    Manchester INF V    6BP 

 

India  On chart Bombay INF 13
th

 (Indian) 

      HQ(I) Montgomery 

  Start    Territorial 

 

 

Australia Start  Melbourne INF 2
nd

 Australian 

 

Canada  Start  Montreal INF 4
th

 Canadian 

      Pilot 

 

 

USSR  On chart Leningrad FTR2 Yak-1 

(33BP)    Kiev  INF 4
th

 Division 

    Dnep  FTR2 Yak-7D1 

      MOT 1
st

  

    Stalino  ART 152mm  

    Moscow FTR3 Pe-3bis 

      CAV 1
st

 Guard 

      HQ(I) Vatutin 

      LND4 Pe-8 

      ARM 3
rd

  

    Krasnodar MTN 1
st

 Guard 

      LND3 IL-4 

      3xPilot     15BP 

 

  Start  Moscow HQ(A) Rokossovsky (5) 

      ARM 3
rd

 Guard (3) 

      ART Su-76 (3) 

    Krasnodar MTN 1
st

 Division 

    Dnep  MOT 4
th

 Guard (2) 

    Stalino  MECH 3
rd

 Guard (3) 

      Pilot     18BP 

T-28 battle tanks nearing completion in 

a Moscow factory (above) and a 

finished vehicle heading to join the 3
rd

 

Armoured Corps (right) 



 

 

China  On chart ChungKing INF 1 Yoke 

(4BP)    Lan Chow MTN 3
rd 

 

   

  Upgrade ChungKing MIL (4-3) upgrade to MIL (5-3) 

    8 Rte INF (7-3) upgrade to INF (8-3)   4BP 

          

 

USA  On chart Boston  3xTRS 

(40BP)    New York INF XI 

      ART 4.5in 

      2xBB “Missouri”, “Kentucky” 

    Chicago  INF XXXIV 

      ART 8in 

   MOT XXI   

   MOT IX 

 Minneapolis 2xATR C-46 “Commando”, C-47 “Dakota” (UK) 

 Los Angeles 2xCV “Yorktown II”, “Wasp II” 

 San Francisco 2xBB “Massachusetts”, “Iowa” 

   2xPilot     14.5BP 

     

Lan Chow citizens donate quilted padded cotton vests to members of the 3
rd

 Mountain Army.  

Although it is currently summer, in the mountains it is still bitterly cold and to take the fight to 

the Japanese invaders the troops will need all the protection they can get. 

USS “Kentucky” (BB-66) under 

construction in a New York ship-yard 

(left).   Although the capital ships attract 

most attention, the bulk of construction 

is actually on smaller vessels such as the 

two destroyer escorts (“Foss” DE-58 and 

“Furmoe” DE-59) on the right. 



 

   Start Boston  3xTRS (all from construction pool) 

      2xAMPH (both from start) 

    Los Angeles 2xCV “Essex”, “Intrepid” (both from const) 

      2xCVL “Langley II”, “Cabot” 

    San Francisco CA “London” (UK) from repair 

      CL “Aurora” (UK) from repair 

    New York HQ(A) Eisenhower (5) 

    Washington MTN IV (2) 

      CAV 2 (1) 

    Seattle  2xAMPH (both from start) 

      3xCVP1 SBC-4, F4F-4, SBD-2 

    Minneapolis LND4 B-24D 

      4xPilot     25.5BP 

 

 

May/June losses 

 

Commonwealth  INF  16
th

 Indian (3-3)    3BP 

   NAV4  Sunderland (3-1-1-1)/20   4BP 

   BB (damaged) “Rodney”     2BP 

   CA (sunk) “Niels Ieul”   (1-7-0-0)3/2 (Danish)  2BP 

   CL (sunk) “Arethusa” (2-8-1-1) 6/3   2BP 

   CVP1  Baffin  (0-2-*-*)/2 (scrapped)  1BP 

   4xTankers       4BP 

   4xCP   (including one Yugoslav)   4BP 

   2xPilot        4BP 

 

   Total Commonwealth losses = 26BP 

 

Total Allied losses = 26BP 

 

Germany  FTR3  Bf 110C  (3-1-3-*)/5   3BP 

   BB (sunk) “Schlesien” (3-7-1-2) 3/2   3BP 

   BB (damaged) “Schleswig-Holstein”    2BP 

   CA (damaged) “Blucher”     1BP 

   CX (sunk) “Stier”  (1-10-0-0) 7/7   2BP 

 

   Total German losses = 11BP 

 

Japan   CA (damaged) “Kinagusa”     1BP 

   CL (sunk) “Agano”  (2-8-2-1)6/4   2BP 

 

   Total Japanese losses = 3BP 

 

Total Axis losses = 14BP 

   

  

 

 

 


